
	
 

Effective Cleaning & Disinfection of Water for Humans  
 

Puroxi (OB) is not a “magic bullet” or one-item miracle solution that will fix all of your problems.  Proper attention for specific 
situations and the use of the right companion products will make your goal most effective and efficient. 
The use of Puroxi companion products is very important. It does not matter if you are human, livestock, poultry or any kind of 
animal. The use of all the right “tools” to improve the quality of the most important nutrient – water - is critical.  
 

Water is the most quantitative nutrient of the body in any species, or plant. Water consumption always determines the hydration 
and cleansing process of your body. Now let’s take a closer look at the importance of water in our own bodies. As babies we are 
approximately 75 to 80% water and as we grow older this percentage decreases until the percentage is reduced to approximately 
60 to 65% for men and 50 to 60% for women. The human brain is about 85% water and our bones are between 10 to 15% water. 
The chemical structure of water H2O and both the hydrogen and oxygen have great importance as life giving properties and a 
preserving force to our systems. Water is clearly the most important nutrient and the most abundant substance in the human 
body.  Water comprises about three quarters of the human mass and is a major component in every cell.  
    
Water is important to human health for many reasons. It is the 
containing medium for electrolytes and all other ions throughout the 
human body. Some of these ions help to form electrical pathways for 
nerve functions; being 2% dehydrated can seriously degrade physical and 
mental functions; being 15% dehydrated is likely to be lethal! Unlike 
vitamin deficiencies, which can take weeks to make someone ill, a water 
deficiency can kill in days or even hours. 
 
Water is also very important for removing toxins from the human 
body.  The body has four major ways of removing toxins: bowels, 
urination, perspiration, and processing of toxins by the liver. The first 
three of these four methods directly excrete water from the body.  When 
dehydrated, the body will try to save water by minimizing the use of the 
first three functions and will force the liver to assume as much of the 
workload as possible.  This extra work will place a heavy burden on the 
liver, which still has other functions, in addition to detoxification.  Even 
then, the liver by itself will not be able to do all that work very efficiently 
and toxins will build up rapidly.  
 

Water is also important to fitness and fat loss for several reasons. Water fills us up without adding any calories.  Dehydration will 
degrade a person’s ability to exercise and burn calories. Dehydration will reduce protein synthesis, which is needed to build or 
repair muscles. 
 
It is normally recommended to drink about 2 to 3 quarts of water per day.  However, this will vary with the size and activity level of 
the person as well as with the climate conditions.  Typically, if your urine is bright yellow, you need to drink more water.  Also, 
anyone who exercises nonstop for more than 1 hour should consider replacing electrolytes along with the water.  This is to avoid 
hypernatremia (depleted sodium) or other forms of severe electrolyte depletion, which can be dangerous.  
 

Cleaning and disinfecting is imperative to maintain your well-being and health. Bacteria buildup is a consistent issue. Thorough 
cleaning and adapted disinfection decreases the pathogen level and prevents or breaks the disease cycles. Water is a natural 
cleanser.   
 
Bacteria are everywhere: in soil, in water, on your countertops, floors, in your fridge, and even on you and your animals. The 
purpose of disinfection is to decrease infection pressure and thus decrease disease prevalence. Choosing the disinfectant adapted 
to each specific situation leads to effective prevention and assistance in optimal health. Bacteria and contaminants just “do not 
take vacations”, so a continuous disinfection is the best protocol you can use.  
 



	
 

Puroxi (OB) is a unique water treatment and purification system that has been around for many years. Our “High Quality” 
hydrogen peroxide “Based” product is not only stabilized to give it better efficacy, it has a proprietary formulation and is custom 
made to fit your water needs. Our product helps disinfect and keep your plumbing clean and unplugged. With the addition of 
our stabilizer you will see long lasting efficacy, a protection for your pipes against corrosion and it helps bind and tie up 
contaminants while softening the water approximately 25%.   
 

Our product will clean your plumbing, it will keep your water disinfected, and it will naturally help with your health since water is 
the most consumed item in any home, urban or rural. It creates a washing and flushing process inside of you, cleaning and flushing 
the body to help in the process of giving you the optimal health you want.  
 

If you can disinfect, keep your plumbing clean and free from blockage, and see clean water 
and better health as a result, would that be of benefit to your home or business? If so our 
product is definitely your answer.  
 

We start out with a water analysis, we than give you our recommendations and pricing, you 
make a decision that is right for you and we install the product. The first thing you will see is 
clean water, if you have color we might suggest some filtration, if 25% softening is not enough 
we might recommend a softener.  Each system is designed to create clean ~ clear ~ nutritional 
water for you and your family. 
  
We are making no claims, however, we feel that we can address your water issues, while 
keeping good clean healthy water in your home or business. The most important process that 
our product does, is supply increased oxygen levels in the body. 
 

All water is different, every environment is different, every aquifer is different and every home and business has a different issue 
with their water. Some people do not have any major issues and use our product for the sake of better health and to get rid of the 
taste and smell of chlorine. We have homes using our product in pools, hot tubs, for plants, as bleach replacement for laundry, for 
disinfecting and washing of food items like meat, vegetables and fruit and much more. What we can guarantee is that you will have 
clean ~ clear ~nutritional water to begin with, in a very short time. Then you will enjoy a very unique wonderful product with 
excellent health benefits for pennies a day, after the initial purchase of a pump to implement the product. 
 

Our well-trained Dealers are among the best professionals in the industry. They are well versed about our product and its benefits. 
The base of our product is a high quality hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). It is a natural ingredient in the rain, snow, lakes, oceans, and in 
your own body.  As a matter of fact, it is in a mother’s breast milk when she gives her baby the best immunity possible at the 
beginning of its life.  Adults have it in our body to help cleanse and help with immunity.  If you feel you would like to try our product 
contact your local dealer. We all know water is very important, we all know the quality of water is important.  
 

The most beautiful thing about our product is that it is not harmful to you or to the environment; it breaks down to just oxygen and 
water. It is a natural purification process.  
 

If this makes sense to you, please give us a call; we would love to have you as a customer.     
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